MLA Worksheet: Practice Works Cited Page

Done By Ms. Mishael bin alameer

Cite the following according to the MLA format citation:

1-A book by Marjorie Garber titled *Shakespeare After All*. It was published by Pantheon Books in New York in the year 2004.


2-A book by Stanley Fish titled *Is There a Text in This Class?: The Authority of Interpretive Communities*. It was published by Harvard University Press in Cambridge in the year of 1980.


3-An article title “The Relevance of John Locke to Social Change in the Muslim World: A Comparison with Iran”. Written in 2004 by Nader Hashemi. This article was published in the first volume of the 4th issue from the *Journal of Church and State*. The pages used 39-50.


5-An internet article published in November 22-2010, written by Robert Harris. Titled “Evaluating Internet Research Sources.” From the website: VirtualSalt.com. Today’s date as the access date.


In the example above, the first date is the date of the page itself, while the second date is the date you accessed (read or printed) the page.

Optional, with URL if required: